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Estimating a Combined Linear Model

Summary:

Most linear factor models used in portfolio risk management employ one of three basic es-

timation procedures, least squares regression on time-series data, (weighted) least squares re-

gression on fundamental accounting variables, or factor analysis. These are often referred to as

economic, fundamental, andstatisticalfactor models. A variety of arguments have been offered

as to why one approach or another is purportedly “better” than the others. We feel that each

approach has merit and that there is no reason to use any one method to the exclusion of the oth-

ers. We present an algorithm for estimating acombinedlinear model that incorporates the basic

features of all three approaches in a single simultaneous estimation procedure. Under a set of

appropriate assumptions, the resulting parameter values are maximum likelihood estimates. The

simultaneous estimation procedure allows for some extensions of the linear model as well.

Introduction:

Linear factor models are widely used for modeling portfolio risk. Three popular approaches

most frequently used in modeling security returns are:

a) time-series regression with known factors, and estimated betas (assumed constant across ob-

servations),

b) cross-sectional regressions using known fundamental/technical variables as proxies for betas

which may vary from period to period, and estimated factor values, and

c) factor analysis where factor values and betas are both missing and must be estimated (again

beta is typically assumed to be constant across observations).

One of the first multi-factor models of security returns in the financial literature is that of King

(1966), using multiple industry based return indices. Security “betas” were estimated using ordi-

nary least squares (OLS) regression of each security return series on specified industry portfolios.

BIRR is a consulting firm that constructs a variety of proprietary economic data series used to

estimate a linear factor model for security returns.1 While the methodology used to create each

of the factor series can be quite technically advanced, the estimation of the securitybetasutilize

the same basic linear (times series) regression methodology as in King (1966). This approach

is often referred to as economic factor models. Professional investment managers may feel that

choosing data series that they are comfortable with is an advantage of this model, since they may

1BIRR is a commercial portfolio risk consulting firm operated by E. Burmeister, J. Ingersoll, R. Roll, and S.
Ross. The company’s web site is www.birr.com.
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feel that they have the ability to predict changes in the direction and/or volatility of the series.

Rosenberg (1974) proposed a multi-factor model that included market and industry compo-

nents. This approach has been extended by BARRA to develop a “fundamental” factor model

that is widely used by investment managers.2 Again, the proprietary statistical methodology used

to create the “fundamental” firm characteristic variables can be quite complex. Once these vari-

ables are created, the statistical estimation of the factors is done using weighted least squares

regression. One of the main advantages often cited for the fundamental factor model approach

is that by utilizing frequently updated accounting data, this approach can predict changes in a

company’s risk profile before methods that rely solely on historical return data.

Roll and Ross (1980) used factor analysis to estimate a common factor structure for equity

returns. Their use of Joreskorg’s algorithm along with computational limitations of the time pre-

vented them analyzing large numbers of securities in a single estimation. Factor analysis models

of security returns gained wide-spread use in the mid 80’s as computing power became cheaper

and new estimation techniques were developed that made it feasible to apply factor analysis to a

data set containing a large number of securities. Connor and Korajczyk (1986) utilized a princi-

pal factor analysis algorithm capable of working with very large data sets. EM Applications is

one of several consulting firms that offer a variety of factor models that combine both economic

data series as well as statistical factors in various global markets.3 One of the main advantages

that is often cited for factor analysis is that it is completely data-driven and thus not subject to

human-specified available data biases.

Connor (1995) examined the explanatory power of the three forms of factor models. He finds

that the fundamental approach performs slightlybetter than the other two according to his criteria.

While the various arguments both for and against each of the three basic forms of factor models

makes it difficult to choose a single “best” approach to building a factor model, most everyone

would agree that each of the three methods have useful features not found in the other two. This

would seem to raise the question, “Why not use the best parts of all three methods?”. The objec-

tive of this chapter is to present an algorithm for obtaining maximum likelihood estimates of a

linear factor model that incorporatesall threeof the basic forms.

A Combined Linear Factor Model:
2BARRA is a commercial portfolio risk consulting firm founded by Barr Rosenberg. The company’s web site is

www.barra.com.
3EM Applications is a UK-based consulting firm. The company’s web site is www.emapplications.com.
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We use the following convention for notation; row and column vectors are denoted as lower

case boldface letters, matrices are denoted as upper case boldface letters, while scalars and ma-

trix/vector elements are denoted as non-bold lower case letters. Thei subscript is used to refer to

the observation (time) domain and thej subscript to refer to the variable (stock) domain. There

will be some instances of three-dimensional matrices, in which case we will use an upper-case

bold letter with a subscript to designate a two-dimensional “slice” of the full three-dimensional

matrix.

The usual form of the economic and statistical factor models can be represented in matrix

form as

Y D ZB C E (1)

whereY is the(n � p) matrix ofn return observations onp securities,Z is the(n � q) matrix of

n observations onq factor variables,B is the(q � p) matrix of q factor sensitivities (betas) onp

securities, andE is the(n � p) matrix of n residuals onp securities. One of the features of the

usual form above models is that the factor sensitivities matrix,B, is typically assumed constant

across thei observations.4 This assumption allows for compact notation as above.

In the case of fundamental factor models, the factor sensitivity matrix takes on a third dimen-

sion associated with eachi-observation. Thus the full three-dimensional data set is expressed as

a series of two-dimensional slices,Bi , i D 1, . . . , n. It is this large volume of fundamental

data that makes the information potential of this type of model appealing. Note that almost any

observable feature of a security prior to periodi can be used as an input “fundamental” data char-

acteristic matrix,Bi. In particular, past characteristics of security returns,g (yi�1, y i�2, . . .) ,

can be input at timei as deterministic variables. Thus an infinite class of “technical”variables can

be constructed from past price series alone. This form of model has been popularized by BARRA

using both (industry-normalized) fundamental accounting data as well as technical price/volume

type variables. Due to the three-dimensional form of the factor sensitivities, the model is specified

in the following notation:

yi D ziBi C ei , (i D 1, 2, . . . , n), (2)

whereyi refers to the(1 � p) row-vector ofi-th return observation onp securities,zi is the

(1 � q) row-vector of thei-th observation onq factor variables,Bi is now the(q � p) matrix of

4While B is typically assumed to be constant, this is not an strict requirement of these models and a variety of
time-dependent forms can be utilized.
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the now thei-th realization of the now observation dependent factor sensitivity matrix, andei is

the(1 � p) row-vector of thei-th observation residuals.

Denoting the three forms described above by the subscripts,a, b, c, we can express a com-

bined linear factor model that incorporates all three basic forms:

yi D zaiBa C zbiBbi C zciBc C ei (i D 1, 2, . . . , n), (3)

whereyi is the(1 � p) row-vector ofi-th period returns onp-securities,zai is the(1 � qa) row-

vector of observed (regression-type) factors,Ba is the(qa �p) matrix of the estimated regression

slope coefficients (assumed constant across all observations),zbi is the (1 � qb) row-vector of

estimated factors for periodi, Bbi is the(qb � p) matrix of i-th period firm characteristics (e.g.

BARRA-type fundamental/technical variables),zci is the(1 � qc) row-vector of estimated statis-

tical factors for periodi, Bc is the(qc � p) matrix of estimated factor loadings, (again assumed

constant acrossi) andei is the(1 � p) row-vector ofi-th period residuals, wherei D 1, 2, . . . , n.

We do not address any of the asset pricing issues associated with estimates of the mean returns

on securities.5 As such, the standard estimates of the intercepts in both then andp dimensions

can be incorporated in the model by including a unit column vector inZa and a unit row vector

in Bbi or by constraining one row ofBc to equal a unit row vector.

An Extended Model:

An extension to the above model is to allow for a firm-specific parameter,Aj , (qb � qb),

assumed constant across observations (time), controlling the intensity of the response toZbi.

The model now becomes:

yij D zaibaj C zbiAj bbij C zcibcj C eij (i D 1, 2, . . . , n), (j D 1, 2, . . . , p). (4)

Equation (3) can be viewed as a special case of (4) whereAj � I , (j D 1, 2, . . . , p). This

second form of the model allows for aseparableresponse function combining a time-specific,

firm-constant market variable,zbi, and a time-constant, firm-specific intensity variable,Aj . Also

note thatAj is thejth slice of another three-dimensional matrix. As a result, the notation must

now be specified at the individualyij element level.

There are several advantages to this extended form of the linear model. Since thebbij are

constructed variables, there is the potential for scaling errors, (e.g. D/E ratios for banks not

5Additional Arbitrage Pricing Theory (Ross 1976)-type pricing restrictions could of course be imposed on the
estimation procedure.
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being comparable to those for technology stocks. By estimatingAj , the model would statistically

adjust the response where industry or other a priori scaling schemes do not fully account for these

differences.6 A variety of restrictions can be imposed on the form ofAj such as requiring a single

value for all securities within a specified group (e.g. industry). There is now an indeterminacy in

the model due to the multiplicative form of theZb andA. To avoid this problem, we need to add

an additional uniqueness constraint, such as requiring that the average parameter value across all

firms of the diagonal elements ofAj be equal to one:

p�1

pX

jD1

ajkk D 1, (k D 1, . . . , qb). (5)

Model Estimation:

There are several methods that can be used to obtain parameter estimates for the models de-

scribed above. Even if we restrict ourselves to obtaining maximum likelihood estimates, there

still are several forms of algorithms that can be employed. While methods that calculate the

Hessian matrix typically converge in the fewest iterations, the computational burden per iteration

grows with the square of the number of parameters in the model making the method impractical

in many applications where more than 10,000 financial securities may be involved. This is one

of the problems Roll and Ross (1980) encountered when they tried to estimate a statistical factor

model using Joreskog’s algorithm.7

Dempster, Laird, and Rubin (DLR 1977) introduced the concept of the Expectation-Maximization

(EM ) algorithm for finding maximum likelihoodparameter estimates in problems involving miss-

ing data. They point out one of the more intriguing aspects of the theory is the application of

EM to problems involvingconceptuallymissing data, mentioning factor analysis as one example.

In these cases, the correspondingEM algorithms lead to simple iterative procedures since the

correspondingcomplete-data mle problems have one-step solutions via OLS regression. Rubin

and Thayer (1982) develop theEM algorithm for the case of traditional factor analysis, under the

assumption that the missing factors are jointly-normal with the disturbances.

While their algorithm produced the same mle parameter estimates (to a rotation), it proved to

be considerably slower than Joreskog’s method for the particular problem. Rubin and Thayer also

6Fundamental data is typically “normalized”to the industry average in attempt to adjust for these differences. The
advantage of this form of model is that it allows for within-industry scaling as well.

7While current CPU power and greater memory size allow for larger problems, Joreskog’s algorithm also contains
an additional term, not part of the likelihood function, that prevent’s estimation when the number of variables,p,
exceeds the number of observations,n. This result has lead many to erroneously conclude that maximum likelihood
factor analysis is not possible in this case.
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inadvertently impose an artifical constraint in their algorithm that prevented it from obtaining the

steepest ascent path.8 Stroyny (1991) showed that when this constraint is removed, the conver-

gence rate for the EM factor analysis algorithm actually improves as the number of variables,

p, increase. Simulation evidence showed that at between 200-300 variables, the EM algorithm

converged quicker than Joreskog’s method in terms of total CPU time even though it required

more iterations.

In applyingEM to missing data problems, theE-step involves taking the expectation of the

sufficient statisticsof the corresponding complete-data problem, (not simply the expected value

of the missing data, though for some problems these are one in the same), conditioned on the

observed data and current estimates of the parameters. Evaluating the expectation operator in the

E-step requires a specific prior for the distributional form of the factors. The general theory of

EM , however, can be applied to any distributional prior.

Before we can proceed with estimating the model, several assumptions must be made re-

garding the forms of statistical processes involved. We will assume that the disturbances,eij are

identically distributed normal random variables with variancevar(eij ) D �2
j , i D 1, . . . , n, and

are independent both between different securities,cov(eij , eik) D 0, j 6D k, and through time,

cov(eij , ehj ) D 0, h 6D i. As is typically done, we will treat the unknown factor sensitivities,Ba

andBc as well asAj , j D 1, . . . , p, as parameters to be estimated. The observed factors,Za and

observed fundamental variables,Bi, (i D 1, . . . , n), are treated as given non-stochastic variables.

The main difference among the various statistical methods for estimating factor models with

latent factors has to do with the assumptions regarding the distributional form of the factor vari-

ables,Zb andZc in the above model. The latent factors can be treated as either stochastic or

non-stochastic variables. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. If the unknown

factors are treated as stochastic variables, a distributional form must be specified. Again, each

specific form of distribution will have advantages and drawbacks. One popular form of stochastic

factor model is to treat the factors as normally distributed random variables as in the traditional

factor analysis method of Joreskog and as assumed in the EM algorithm for factor analysis of

Rubin and Thayer (1982). Stroyny and Rowe, 2002 (SR2002), utilized the EM algorithm to ex-

amine differences in factor analysis algorithms under a variety of prior distributional forms for

the “missing” factor scores. They extended the normal prior EM algorithm of Rubin and Thayer

(1982) to the case of a vague prior on the (stochastic) factor scores. SR2002 also showed that the

8Liu, Rubin, and Wu (1998) develop the PX-EM algorithm which addresses the type of problem encountered by
Rubin and Thayer.
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EM algorithm can be applied to the case of non-stochastic factors by assuming a degenerate or

point prior, in which case, the EM algorithm is equivalent to the least squares method of factor

analysis of Lawley (1942).

The main advantage of a non-stochastic factor model, (or equivalently a degenerate prior), is

that the estimated residuals,E, are directly observable. This is not the case with stochastic factors

as the total error term now includes the unknown variability in the factor score, (multiplied by

the factor loading), as well as the disturbance term. One of the main limitations of non-stochastic

factor models is that they are often unstable, with tendencies to estimate zero residual variances.9

Another limitation is a degrees of freedom is required for each observation on each factor score,

or a total of(n � (qb C qc)).

The main advantage of assuming a normal prior for the factor scores is a reduction in the

number of parameters to be estimated. The reduced number of parameters contributes to the

stability of the estimation procedure, reducing the tendency of zero residual variance estimates

(e.g. Heywood cases). SR2002 show that as the number of variables,p, increase, the parameter

estimates under the normal, vague, and degenerate priors converge. They also find that stability

issues associated with initial parameter estimates and the tendency for estimating zero residual

variances for the non-stochastic factor models tend to diminish as well asp increase.10

We develop an estimation algorithm under the assumption of non-stochastic factors that al-

lows us to use a relatively simple conditional maximization (CM) algorithm.11 The CM algorithm

alternates between calculating values of the first set of parameters that maximize the likelihood

given the second set of parameters, and maximizing the likelihood over the values of the second

set of parameters given the first. The process is repeated until convergence is obtained.

The key to the CM algorithm for the linear factor models outlined above is that the maxi-

mization problem for each group of parameters in the model, is in the form of alinear regression.

As such, we can directly write the (conditional) maximizing parameter estimates using the usual

form of the sufficient statistics for either OLS or WLS regression. Under the assumption of non-

stochastic factors, the resulting algorithm is also consistent with the general theory of EM under

the assumption of a degenerate prior for the factors. In effect, the E-step of the EM algorithm

9See Anderson and Rubin (1956).
10The least squares method of factor analysis (LSMFA) was introduced by Lawley (1943). While the approach

was intuitively simple, the method proved to be unstable resulting in estimates of zero residual variances. While less
frequent, this also occurs in stochastic factor models as well.

11The conditional maximization algorithm is also referred to as the alternating variable method.
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becomes redundant since the expected values of the sufficient statistics given the observed data

and current values of the parameters are equivalent to the sufficient statistics evaluated at the ex-

pected value of the parameters.

Conditional Maximization:

For the first form of the combined linear model, the parameters can be separated into two

groups,zbi , zci and Ba, Bc. The CM algorithm alternatingly maximizes the conditional log

likelihood function for one set of parameters given the current values of the other group. The

CM equation for the estimates of the first group of parameters,zbi , zci , is given by the WLS

regression as:

zbci D (yi � zaiBa) †�1BT
bci

�
Bbci†

�1BT
bci

��1
(i D 1, 2, . . . , n), (6)

where;

Bbci �
�

Bbi

Bc

�
((qb C qc) � p),

zbci � [zbi zci ] (1 � (qb C qc)),

ei D yi � zaiBa � zbiBi � zciBc (1 � p), and

† D n�1diag
�
ET E

�
(p � p).

The additional parameters,Ba andBc, are simply treated as constants based on their latest esti-

mated values. In similar fashion, the second group parameter estimates,Ba, Bc, are given by the

OLS (matrix) regression equations as:

Bac D
�
ZT

acZac

��1
ZT

ac

0
BB@Y �

2
664

zb1Bb1

zb2Bb2

. . .

zbnBbn

3
775

1
CCA , (7)

where

Bac �
�

Ba

Bc

�
((qa C qc) � p), and

Zac � [Za Zc ] (n � (qa C qc)).

The parameter estimates from equation (6),Zb andZc, are now treated as constants and evalu-

ated at their latest estimated values. The CM algorithm thus iterates between equations (6) and

(7), until convergence is obtained.
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The CM algorithm can be started with either equation (6) or (7) and appropriate starting val-

ues for the group of parameters in the second equation. A variety of approaches can be taken

regarding the initial parameter values. If we begin the algorithm say, with equation (6), estimat-

ing zbi , zci, then we need to have initial estimates ofBa, Bc , and†. Initial estimates forBa

can be easily obtained by OLS regression ofY onZa. Initial estimates for the residual variance

parameter,† D diag(�2
1 , . . . , �2

p ), are used on a relative basis to weight the individual obser-

vations and thus the scale of the initial estimates is irrelevant. Several alternative initial values

for † areI , (e.g. equal weighting),n�1diag(Y T Y ), (e.g. proportional to total variance), or

n�1diag(ET E) whereE D Y � ZaBa from the OLS regression for the initial estimates ofBa.

We have found that in many instances, a pseudo random number generator can be used to

generate the initial estimates ofBc. The initial convergence rate of the CM algorithm is ex-

trememly rapid in this case such that only a few additional iterations are saved by using improved

estimates ofBc. If convergence problems do occur, then the factor loading estimates corre-

sponding to the firstqc eigenvalues from either principal components or factor analysis of either

cov(Y ), or cov(E), the residuals from the OLS regression ofBa, could be utilized as improved

estimates. Under the assumption of independent, identically distributed normal errors,eij , the

CM algorithm as defined in equations (6) and (7), results in least-squares estimates of the model

parameters which under the assumption of non-stochastic factors, will also be the maximum like-

lihood estimates.

Heterogeneous Errors:

One of the major problems associated with security return data is the presence of outliers.

These are often associated with economic events specific to an individual company, such as earn-

ings announcements, corporate actions, verdicts in lawsuits, etc. As such, the assumption of

identically distributed errors is typically violated. We can relax the assumption in the above

model to allow for heterogeneous error variances across observations, (time periods), analogous

to the standard weighted least squares (WLS) regression model by assuming that the(n � 1)

variance-scaling vector,�j D (�1j , . . . , �nj ), is knowna priori, and�ij is defined such that:

nX

iD1

�ij D n, (j D 1, . . . , p). (8)

The residual variance for thei-th observation of thej -th security is now given as:

�2
ij D vj �ij , (9)
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wherevj is the variance scale constant for securityj defined as:

vj D n�1(eT
j ‚j ej )=(`T

n ‚`n), (10)

`n is an(n � 1) unit column vector, and the(n � n) weighting matrix for securityj , ‚j , is given

as:

‚j D diag(��1
1j , ��1

2j , . . . , ��1
nj ) (n � n). (11)

As a result, the residual covariance matrix,†i, will now also be time dependent and is defined

as:

†i D diag(�2
i1, �2

i2, . . . , �2
ip) (p � p) (i D 1, . . . , n). (12)

The CM equation forzbi and zci now accounts for the heterogeneity in the disturbances

(through time) and is given as:

zbci D (yi � zaiBa) †�1
i BT

bci

�
Bbci†

�1
i BT

bci

��1
(i D 1, 2, . . . , n). (13)

Similarly, the estimates ofBa andBc must account for the specific heterogeneous pattern of each

different security,j . The OLS regression estimates ofBa andBc in equation (7) are accordingly

modified to a corresponding WLS form as:

bacj D
�
ZT

ac‚j Zac

��1
ZT

ac‚j

0
BB@yj �

2
664

zb1bb1j

zb2bb2j

. . .

zbnbbnj

3
775

1
CCA (j D 1, . . . , p), (14)

wherebacj is thej -th column ofBac as defined in equation 7. The CM algorithm now iterates

through equations (9) to (14) until convergence is obtained. The model can be extended to allow

for simultaneous estimates of the weighting matrix under a variety of assumptions regarding the

specific form of the heterogeneity. We limit our analysis to the case where the weights are given

exogenously.

Estimating the Extended Model:

If we now relax the restriction thatAj � I , 8j , the model estimation becomes slightly more

complex. The model parameters will now include a third group for the CM ofAj . The estimation

equations forzbci andbacj are a straight-forward extension of the previous section equations

sinceAj is treated as a constant, although the resulting matrix notation becomes slightly more
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involved. The CM estimates for the factor scores,zbci are again of the form of a WLS regression

as:

zbci D (yi � zaiBa) †�1
i GT

bci

�
Gbci†

�1
i GT

bci

��1
(i D 1, 2, . . . , n), (15)

where

Gbci D
�

Gbi

Bc

�
((qb C qc) � p), and

Gbi � [A1bbi1 A2bbi2 . . . Apbbip ] (qb � p).

Likewise, the estimate forbacj is essentially the same as it was for the previous model in equation

(11) except thatAj now appears as an additional constant:

bacj D
�
ZT

ac‚j Zac

��1
ZT

ac‚j

0
BB@yj �

2
664

zb1Aj bb1j

zb2Aj bb2j

. . .

zbnAj bbnj

3
775

1
CCA (j D 1, . . . , p). (16)

As mentioned earlier, an intercept term for the fundamental factor model can be incorporated

by having a unit row vector in eitherBbi or Bc. When using the extended form of the model with

Aj , it will be notationally more convenient to constrain a row ofBc to equal a unit row vector

due to the interaction ofAj with Bbi.12 In this case the estimates ofbacj are given by:

b�
acj D

�
Z�T

ac ‚j Z�
ac

��1
Z�T

ac ‚j

0
BB@yj �

2
664

zb1Aj bb1j

zb2Aj bb2j

. . .

zbnAj bbnj

3
775 � zc1

1
CCA (j D 1, . . . , p), I (17)

wherezc1 is the(n � 1) column-vector corresponding to the first row ofbcj which is constrained

to equal a unit row-vector for all securities,b�
acj is the((qa C qc � 1) � 1) vector of estimated

factor sensitivities corresponding toZa and the 2nd throughqb columns ofZc, (e.g. the columns

corresponding to the unconstrained rows ofbcj ), andZ�
ac is the(n�(qaCqc �1)) matrix formed

from Za andZ�
c , whereZ�

c represents the “unconstrained” factors and is constructed from the

2nd throughqc columns ofZc, corresponding to the unconstrained factor loadings,B�
c .

12If the first row ofBbi in the extended model is set equal to a unit row vector for estimating an intercept, then an
additional constraint should be placed on the first row and column ofAj such thata1,1 D 1 anda1,k D ak,1 D 0

for k D 2, . . . , qb . Without this restriction, the form of termzbiaj,1,1 is equivalent to a regular factor analysis term
in zci bcj . While the model can estimateAj in this case, the algorithm will tend to converge more slowly as the two
forms of the “statistical” factors are estimated in opposing steps.
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The estimation ofAj requires some additional algebraic manipulation to simplify the form of

the model. We assume thatBbi doesnot contain a unit row vector for an intercept term.13 Let

vec() denote the operation creating a(mk � 1) column vector by stacking the columns of the

(m � k) argument matrix, and̋ denote the Kronecker product operator. The elements of the

(qb � qb) matrixAj can now be expressed as a (q2
b

� 1) column vector:

vec(Aj ) �
�
a11j a21j . . . aqbqbj

�T
(q2

b � 1). (18)

Definehij as the(1 � q2
b
) row vector formed by the Kronecker product ofbT

bij andzbi andHj

as the(n � q2
b
) matrix formed by stacking then-rows ofhij , i D 1, . . . , n as:

hij � bT
bji ˝ zbi (1 � q2

b), and

Hj D

2
664

h1,j

h2j

. . .

hnj

3
775 (n � q2

b). (19)

With the above definitions, we can now express the term:

zbiAj bbij D hij vec(Aj ) (1 � 1), (20)

and model (2) in the form:

yj D Zabbj C Hj vec(Aj ) C Zcbcj C ej . (21)

With this definition, the second part of the M-step conditional maximization process can be ex-

pressed as a (WLS) linear regression to estimateAj :

vec(Aj ) D
�
yj � Zabaj � Zcbcj

�T
‚j Hj

�
H T

j ‚j Hj

��1
. (22)

Discussion:

The construction of the economic factors,Za, may be done such that they are either directly

comparable to certain economic data series, and thus typically somewhat collinear, or constructed

to be standardized orthogonal variates, arranged in some meaningful ordering of importance. For

example, a simple three factor model comprised of a market index and two industry/sector in-

dexes would begin with a market proxy such as the S&P 500, and then use an “energy” index that

13If an intercept is estimated, we assume it is in the form of a constraint onBc containing a unit row vector as
discussed above.
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has been designed to be orthogonal to the market index as factor 2, and finally use a “financial”

index that is orthogonal to both the market and the “energy” series. The predicted values and

estimated residual variances would of course be unchanged if the order of index construction was

reversed. We assume that any issues regarding the make up of the economic factors are addressed

prior to model estimation and thus treatcov(Za) as given. Similarly, the form ofcov(Zb) will

be determined by the methods used to construct the “fundamental” data,Bbi , i D 1, . . . , n, and

thus we also treatcov(Zb) as given.14 As a result, the covariance structure between the economic

and fundamental factors,cov(Zab), is treated as given.

The “statistical” factor analysis portion model,ZcBc, (Z�
cB�

c if the first row of Bc is con-

strained to a unit vector), results in the usual rotational indeterminacy problems. These are com-

pounded due to the presence of theZa andZb factors as well. A “pure” rotation of the factors

does not impact the value of the likelihood function but simply moves the parameter values to

a point of equal “altitude” on the ridge of the likelihood surface.15 The choice of any rotational

transformations is of course subject to individual interpretation. The statistical factors,Zc, can

be rotated to an orthogonal form (i.e. linearly independent of one another). In addition, the un-

constrained factors,Z�
c , can be scaled to have unit variance as well such thatcov(Z�

c) D I .16

Additional constraints are required to produce a unique rotation of the factor scores.17

Since the economic and statistical factors are multiplied by a static (i.e. through time) fac-

tor loading matrices,Ba, Bc, the statistical factors can also be rotated to be orthogonal toZa

without impacting the value of the likelihood function. Note that due to the time-variation in the

fundamental variable matrix,bbi, it is not possible to simply orthogonalize the statistical factors,

Zc to the fundamental factors,Zb without impacting the value of the likelihood function. This

is due to the fact that the factor loading matrix for each variable,Bj , (n � qb), has a different

time-variation “pattern” for each variable.18 While it is thus possible to define a unique rotation

for the entire factor space, there are nonetheless an infinite number of these and thus the choice

of a specific rotation and its interpretation is left to the user.

14It is our understanding that BARRA also performs a post-estimation process to address collinearity issues and
reduce the dimensionality of the estimated fundamental factors,Zb.

15The estimates of the residual variance,s are also invariant to “pure” rotational transformations.
16The unit variance ofZ�

c is of course achieved by scaling the correspondingB�
c . Since the factor loadings for

the constrained factors are defined as a unit vector, the variance of the constrained factors cannot be rescaled.
17A variety of methods can be used to obtain a unique rotation such as ordering by decreasing eigenvalues of the

(weighted) predicted factor covariance matrix.
18One way to view this problem is to note that any rotation of the fundamental and statistical factors effectively

transfers part of the time variation of the fundamental factors to the statistical factors and vice-versa. The variation
from the statistical factors are now compounded by the variation inBj and the previous interaction effect between
Zb andBj is now lost as the transfered variation is now multiplied by a constantBcj .
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Some Simulation Evidence:

As mentioned earlier, non-stochastic factor models have a tendency to produce estimates of

zero residual variance when the number of variables,p, is small. The above models have a non-

stochastic factor component and thus will also have this characteristic. A simulation data set is

constructed withn D 100, p D 50, qa D 2, qb D 2, qc D 3. The first column ofZa is set to

a unit column vector and the first row ofBc to a unit row vector. We assume a homoskedastic

residual variance process (e.g.�ij D 18i, j).

In the first set of simulation trials, the residual variance is scaled such that the average mul-

tiple correlation coefficient across all variables is .85, a high value relative to what might be

expected using historical security returns. The initial parameter estimates ofBa are based on

an OLS regression ofY on Za. To test the robustness of the algorithm to the initial parameter

estimates, the same simulated data set is used to estimate the model for a variety of random ini-

tial parameter estimates for the residual standard deviation,�j , and the unconstrained statistical

factor loadings,B�
c . The initial values of�j are drawn from a uniform (1,6) distribution andB�

c

from aN(0, 1) distribution. For small data sets,p D 50, the algorithm consistently converged

to a zero estimated value of�j for at least one security. All else equal, increasing the number of

variables top D 200, resulted in consistent convergence in 20 iterations on average to the same

value of the log likelihood for all 200 trials . A unique rotation is applied as described above to

the factors such that the estimated covariance structure of all the factors is identical for all trials.19

A second simulation data set is then constructed with the residual variance scaled such that

the average multiple correlation coefficient across all variables is .27, which is more in line with

what might be expected with say historical weekly return data. The average number of itera-

tions required for convergence increase to approximately 60 iterations. Withp D 200, all trials

converged to non-zero estimates of�j and identical values of the log likelihood and factor co-

variance structures. While the simulation results are of course subject to the particular simulation

construction, it would seem reasonable to expect similar results with actual data for a model with

a similar average multiple correlation coefficient. One caveat to note, however, is that the simu-

lated data had homogeneous errors by design. The presence of heteroskedasticity in actual return

data, may present more of a problem.

19The rotation of the unconstrained statistical factors is based on the eigenvalues of the predicted factor covariance
matrix,B�T

c Z�T
c Z�

cB�
c .
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We also examine the performance of the algorithm using historical daily return data on 500

stocks for 499 days. An equally weighted return index is created as the single ”economic” data

series in addition to a unit vector inZa. The previous day’s return for each stock is used as the

single ”fundamental/technical” data item,Bbi. Three statistical factors, one withBc constrained

and two unconstrained are also estimated. The initial estimates of the parameters are constructed

as in the above simulations.

In four of the ten trials, the algorithm converged to a value of the likelihood function of

237263.1765710403 and to a value of 237219.4498132423 in the remaining six trials, indicating

the presence of at least two local maxima of the likelihood surface. We estimated the model again

using the variance estimate from the residuals of theBa regressions for the initial value of the

residual variance. The initial values of the unconstrained factor loadings,B�
c , are estimated by

regressingY on the first two principal components obtained from the residual covariance matrix

from sameBa regressions. With these initial parameter values, the algorithm converges to the

larger of the two values of the log likelihood function given above.

Model Extensions:

The assumption of non-stochastic factors results in the estimates ofZb andZc being treated

as parameters and thus usingn(qb C qc) degrees of freedom. The model could be extended to

allow for a normal prior on the factors which would involve only theqb C qc estimated means

of the factor series and the estimated factor covariance parameter,R. This reduction in the size

of the parameter space should reduce the tendency to estimate zero variances in small data sets

as well less of a tendency to create factors that over fit the data. The CM algorithm above would

now become an ECM algorithm as described in Meng and Rubin (1993).

One of the prominent characteristics of security return data is that often some of the returns

are missing, particularly when using daily data. Many approaches to estimating factor models use

ad hoc procedures for dealing with missing data points. The EM algorithm can be easily adapted

to account for (partially) missing returns inY as well under certain assumptions regarding the

missing data process.20

As mentioned earlier, a characteristic of security return data is the presence of occasional

”outliers”. The above algorithms account for heteroskedastic errors when the variance scaling

20For example, the factor estimation procedures used by EM Applications Ltd. are consistent with maximum
likelihood estimation under the assumption that the data are missing at random as defined by Rubin (1976).
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parameter,vij , is known a priori. The above algorithms can be extended to simultaneously es-

timate the variance scaling process under a variety of assumptions. Obviously it is not possible

to estimate eachvij as a parameter since the model would be under-identified. In the case of

the standard time-series regression model, the assumption that the disturbances arise from say a

two-component mixture-normal model results in an iteratively re-weighted least-squares (IRLS)

EM algorithm of Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1980. A similar approach can be taken to extend

the above models as well.

Conclusion:

We present a combined linear factor model that incorporates all three basic factor model

types, economic, fundamental, and statistical, in a single simultaneous estimation procedure.

The algorithm is consistent with the general theory ofEM estimation of DLR1977 under the

assumption of non-stochastic factors, but can be extended to several forms of stochastic factor

models as well. Under the assumption of non-stochastic factors, the algorithm simplifies to con-

ditional maximization algorithm. Several extensions of the model are presented, allowing for

heteroskedastic errors and a separable response function for the fundamental data types. Under

appropriate assumptions, the parameter estimates are maximum likelihood estimates. Simulation

results show that the iterations of the algorithm result in monotonic increasing values of the log

likelihood function. We find an example of at least two local maxima in the case of historical

return data. While improving the initial parameter estimates result in convergence to the larger of

the two value of the log likelihood function, we can not be certain that we have in fact obtained the

global maximum of the log likelihood function. We note several areas for extentions of the model.

While the above algorithm provides a theoretical framework for estimating a combined lin-

ear model, the major elements of estimating such a model will be in the construction of sound

economic and fundamental data series. We would also expect that the inclusion of both data

types will result in a significant degree of multicollinearity in the resulting factors. Additional

work would need to be done to reduce the size of the data sets to avoid issues of over-fitting the

data set. The estimation of the statistical factors can be controlled to avoid collinearity issues

with the economic and fundamental leaving only the issue of how many additional factors to

estimate. Additional research will be required to determine if the performance of the combined

model exceeds each of the individual model approaches.
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